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This year’s ADOA conference will be held in Wetaskiwin.
Conference brochure with agenda can be found here

THURSDAY TOUR INFORMATION
This year’s tours will consist of:

Corporate Memberships
Currently our membership
includes two corporate
members.
...And we welcome more!
If you know any organizations actively looking to network in the development
field, please contact admin@adoa.net for more
info.
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NOTICE OF UPCOMING MEETING

Upcoming 2018 Conference Info:
WE WILL BE ON AN APP!

Development Authority Forum: Stony Plain
Friday, June 22 @ 9am
Representatives from development authorities in the
Edmonton region will be meeting in Stony Plain to
discuss relevant planning and development topics.
For more info, please contact
a.allers@stonyplain.com.

GRANT INFORMATION:
If you are an ADOA member and looking for
assistance in pursuing education related to
your employment as Development Officers or
related positions, please fill out our Grant Application Form and submit to see if you qualify.

Wetaskiwin will be the first host municipality to have an
app for the ADOA Conference.
The app, powered by Socio, will be available for download September 1, 2018 and will have all of the same
info of the traditional paper brochure: the agenda, the
menu, speaker and entertainment biographies, sponsor
info, City of Wetaskiwin maps, presentation documents,
polling, surveys, and more.
There will be staff available at
registrations to help with the
app. There will also be an “App
Introduction” session at the beginning of the conference so
everyone will know how it
works! The app will be available for iPhone, Android, and Desktop.

Help us become more environmentally friendly
by using the app!

Application deadline is August 31, 2018
Please submit all applications to admin@adoa.net.

Announcement
Due to the general concerns raised in light of
recent social media related news coverage,
ADOA will no longer maintain our official
Facebook page.
The page will be closed.
Conference information, job postings, the forum
and other information can still be found on our
webpage here.
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Resources
Alberta Health Services Recommendations

Template for Telecommunication Tower Siting

on Cannabis Regulations for Alberta Munici-

Protocol

palities
This recent document, published by Alberta Health
Public Policy Unit in Feb 2018, provides information
and recommendations that will help municipalities
make cannabis policy decisions that promote and pro-

The above template from the Federation of Canadian
Municipality will help you and your municipality to develop customized protocols for the siting of Antenna Systems within your area.


Here is also a general primer on Telecommunication Towers from Alberta Agriculture and Forestry.



Innovation, Science and Economic Development’s
(formerly Industry Canada) siting policies on Telecommunication Towers can be found here.

tect the health of its citizens.

U of A Faculty of Native Studies
Working in areas with ties to indigenous communities? Would like to learn more about indigenous
communities in Alberta?
The Faculty of Native Studies offers degree programs, several certificate programs, and a multitude
of online classes.
More information can be found here.
Online class information can be found here.

Photo taken from https://www.ualberta.ca/native-studies/
about-us
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Legal Corner—A Primer on Off-Site Levies
NOTE: Recent MGA changes may have affected
the contents in this primer. This primer should be
used only for general introduction to off-site levies in
Alberta.
Provided by: Brownlee LLP

Off-site levies are a key consideration in the cost of
development and subdivision for both the developer
and the municipality. The municipality will want to
ensure that the costs of expanding services will be
shared between the municipality and the developer.
To do this, an off-site levy can be imposed in three
different ways.
The Municipal Government Act ("MGA"), Section
655, allows the subdivision authority to impose a
condition on the developer's subdivision approval that
he enter into agreement with the municipality to
construct or pay for the construction of the following:


respect to the payment of the levy, however, this is
limited to the off-site levy being used only to pay for
all or part of the capital cost, which implies that the
cost of borrowing money to fulfill these obligations
may not be subject to a levy. This section allows
an off-site levy to be imposed for the following new
or expanded facilities:


Storage transmission treatment or supplying of
water;



Treatment, movement or disposal of sanitary
sewage;



Storm sewer drainage facilities;



Roads required for or impacted by a subdivision
or development;



Land required for or in connection with any
facilities described above.

Road construction;

While a municipality is free
to impose off-site levies,
the Lieutenant Governor in

Installation of public
Council
may
make
utilities,
regulations governing the
telecommunication
maximum
that
a
systems or other
municipality may establish
works to serve the
or impose and collect as
subdivision;
an off-site levy, and also
governing the principles

Cost of constructing
and criteria that must be
off-street parking.
applied by a municipality
Photo from https://www.pexels.com/photo/road-pavement-229014/
when establishing an offsite levy. However, at this time there are no
Section 655 also allows the imposition of an
regulations governing off-site levies.
agreement to pay off-site levies or redevelopment
levies imposed by bylaw.
Past amendments to the MGA specifically allowed
off-site levies for construction of road infrastructure,
The MGA, Section 650, authorizes Council to include
and are the result of the decision Urban
provisions in the land use bylaw permitting the
Development Institute v. M.D. of Rocky View,
Development Authority to require, as a condition of a
Alberta Q.B. [2002] A.J. No. 885, July, 2002. This
development permit being issued, that the applicant
case decided that municipalities could not pass the
enters into an agreement with the municipality to do
cost of upgrading their entire road system on to the
any or all of the items as were listed above with
developers of new subdivisions. As a result, the
respect to Section 655 of the MGA.
Government of Alberta amended the MGA to
specifically include new or expanded roads as the
The MGA, Section 648, allows the council to provide
valid subject matter of off-site levies. It now
for the imposition and payment of an off-site levy in
appears, based on a reading of the MGA, that so
respect of land that is to be developed or subdivided
long as there is a reasonable connection between
and to authorize entry into an Agreement with
the need generated by the subdivision and the road


Construction of
pedestrian walkways;
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Legal Corner—A Primer on Off-Site Levies (cont’d)
towards which the developer will be required to
contribute, the fee should be within the jurisdiction of
the municipality to impose.



Method of implementing levy (Sections 648, 650
or 655);

These changes have been useful tools for
municipalities as the pressures that development
imposes on municipal infrastructure continue to
escalate. As the costs rise, it is also important to
keep in mind that fees imposed pursuant to an offsite levy may only be collected once in respect to a
parcel of land that is the subject of a development or
subdivision. Therefore, if the levy is applied against a
minor development, the municipality may not be able
to impose a further levy on the same parcel with
respect to subsequent subdivision or intensification of
use. This, however, does not prevent a municipality
from collecting the levy in installments.
This
arrangement typically involves a formula rather than
a stated amount and may provide, for example, for so
many dollars per hectare at subdivision and so many
dollars per residential unit on issuance of a permit. A
particular concern may be when land located in a
rural municipality is subdivided into large lots and is
assessed a modest amount under Section 648 bylaw
by the rural municipality. If this land is annexed by an
urban municipality, it cannot be further assessed
under an Off-site Levy Bylaw upon annexation even if
it is further subdivided for urban-intensive purposes.



Requirements of that method;



Amount of levy, in light of the one-time
application; and



Amendment explicitly allowing levies for road
construction.

Care must be taken when evaluating the expected
costs of the necessary services which will be required
in the future to ensure that the one-time levy is
sufficient. When an Off-site Levy Bylaw is drafted,
care must also be taken and particular attention given
to Section 649 of the MGA. A bylaw that authorizes a
redevelopment levy or an off-site levy must set out
the object of each levy and indicate how the amount
of the levy was determined. The objectives and
manner of determining fees are crucial since failure
to specify these requirements may lead to the bylaw
being set aside for non-compliance with the Act. The
manner of determining the amount of a levy must
relate to the cost of the work done. It is suggested
that a bylaw, by way of preamble or appendix, should
disclose the total amount of the money a municipality
wishes to recover in respect of the works. It should
also disclose the total area of the land against which
the levy is directed.

As the costs of development rise, a municipality's
need to share the burden of the increasing expense
of municipal improvements among the developers
will also increase. Levies are a crucial component
in development and therefore care must be taken to
ensure validity.
If you have any questions about off-site levies and how the
recent MGA changes have affected it, please contact any
member of the Brownlee LLP Municipal Team either through
our Municipal Helplines (Edmonton 1-800-661-9069; 1-877-232
-8303) or call our offices (Edmonton 780 497-4800; Calgary 1
403 232-8300) and ask to be connected to a Municipal Team
member.
If you have any questions about development issues generally
you can also contact a member of the Brownlee LLP Municipal
Team via the Municipal Helplines or the general office numbers.

When implementing bylaws careful consideration
should be given to:
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* Reminders *
If you are leaving your job or Alberta,
please let us know…

TO BE FILLED:
ADOA Board Member Position

This way we can keep our membership current.

There will be a vacancy in the ADOA Board of
Directors in late Sept 2018.

Thank you for your cooperation!

Nominations for the position will be taken during the upcoming ADOA conference.
If you are interested please fill out the nomination form available at the conference, or contact us at admin@adoa.net.

ADOA Forum - Subscribe &
Connect
Our ADOA Forum is a great tool to get feedback and
assistance from your peers on professional planning
and development matters. If you would like to gain
access or need directions on how to subscribe, please
contact Diane Burtnick or check out the instructions
from our previous Communicator. This is a Members
only forum. To join the conversation follow the above
links.

Contributions Wanted


Perfect snapshot?



Topics of concern?



Have an original article you’d like to have published?

Please make a submission at admin@adoa.net
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2017- 2018 Board of Directors
Board Member

Role

Municipality

Contact

Terry Topolnitsky

President
Education Chair
Bylaw and Policy (Co-

Town of Blackfalds

terry@blackfalds.com
(403) 885-6237

Jordan Ruegg

Vice President
Education (Co-Chair)

Smoky Lake County

jruegg@smokylakecounty.ab.ca
(780) 656-3730

Cheryl Callihoo

Past President
Bylaw and Policy Chair

Town of Barrhead

ccallihoo@barrhead.ca
(780) 674-3301

Berni Kuntz

Secretary

Brazeau County

bkuntz@brazeau.ab.ca
(780) 542-2667

Diane Cloutier

Treasurer Chair
Conference Committee
Liaison

Lac La Biche County

diane.cloutier@laclabichecounty.com
(780) 623-6732

Feinan Long

Communications Chair

Parkland County

flong@parklandcounty.com
(780) 968-8888

Simone Wiley

Communication
(Co-Chair)

Town of Westlock

Roger Garnett

Membership Chair

County of Vermilion
River

Diane Burtnick

Executive Assistant

swiley@westlock.ca
(780) 350-2111
rgarnett@county24.com
(780) 846-2244

admin@adoa.ca
(780) 913- 4214

Contact Us
Send us an e-mail or give us a call for more information about our membership and our non-profit group.
Phone: (780) 913-4214
E-mail: admin@adoa.net

ADOA Office
Diane Burtnick
Visit us on the web at www.adoa.net
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